RAMAH MID/HIGH SCHOOL
2018-2019 STUDENT DRESS CODE

Students are expected to be neat, clean, and appropriately dressed for learning while on campus or on school
sponsored activities and field trips. Interpretation of the following dress code is subject to administrative discretion.

HOOD or hoodies are NOT ALLOWED to be worn in school at any time.
SHIRTS

1. Acceptable Polo colors are: Maroon, White, Light Grey, Pink and Purple. (SOLID COLORS, NO STRIPES)
2. School Spirit I-shirts (must have principal approval) on specified Spirit Days.
Note: No shirts of any other styles except those listed above are allowed. No ski,; should be shown between the
bottom of the shirt and the top of the pants, shorts, or Capri pants when arms are stretched upward. Undershirts
cais be worn but must be short sleeve and a plain solid color without any writing or design. Undershirts cannot
extend more thai; 2 ii;ches past the polo shirt. Shirts worn out can be 110 longer Ilitti; fingertip length.
PANTS
I. Must be a solid color of khaki or black pants or blue jeans. No tear, rips or holes.
2. A style that is not cargo (no pockets below mid-thigh), no sweatpants, no wind pants, or no warm-ups.
3. A style that is not saggy, baggy or oversized pants (Pants must be worn at waist and FIT properly).
4. Denim jeans on school principal approved Spirit Days (Jeans must be neat, clean, and without holes).
5. Pants must be sized appropriately.
OTHER ATTIRE
I. Sweatshirts, Fleece Shirts and pullover sweaters are acceptable as long as they are the specified
solid colors listed for the polos. (Maroon, White, Light Grey, Pink and Purple)
2. Shorts are acceptable in:
A solid color of khaki, black or blue jeans.
A minimum of $ inch inseam, a maximum of not more than two inches below the knee.
Same as pant style, a style that is not cargo, denim jeans, or athletic type shorts.
3. Capri Pants are acceptable in:
Approved khaki or black color or blue jeans.
A style that is not cargo or denim jeans and is not tight fitting or stretch type.
4. Belts must fit around the waist, be secured in belt loops, and not extend more than six inches beyond
buckle.
5. Outerwear such as winter coats,jackets, and gloves can be worn until the first period begins and
when the final bell rings to let school out. Hats, sunglasses, and bandanas ate not permitted at school.
Note: Jackets must be appropriately sized and may not be worn in any way that conceals contraband.
No tren cit-coats or over-coats may be worn at the school at any time. (10:25:99)
6. Shoes: due to safety reasons, flip-flops and high heels will not be permitted.
EXCEPTIONS
,

Spirit Day, Photo day, or other special event will be allowed at the discretion of the School Principal.
No Athletic uniforms on game days.
PROHIBITED: ITEMS NOT ALLOWED

• Accessories including, but not limited to, studded bracelets, belts, or necklaces; belt loop or chain wallets, chains
that connect body piercing and belts that extend more than 6 inches beyond the buckle or that hang down.
• Pins, clothing, tattoos, or accessories that advertise, display, or promote drugs (including tobacco and alcohol),
sexual innuendos, violence, weaponry, disruptive symbols, profanity, hate or bigotry towards any group or is
offensive, disrespectful to other individuals.
• Safety pins, straight pins, paperclips, rubber bands, or similar objects used as decoration or accessories on any
type of attire.
At the principal’s discretion and in the interest of safety, studeiits may be required to wear their school
identflcation cards.
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